Below are core conditions and procedures that students are likely to observe or perform during the Hospital, Interventional, and Surgical Care Course during the Application Phase. Students must track these conditions and procedures in a clinical log that remains open for the duration of their Application Phase.

Abdominal pain (participate or structured didactics)
Anemia (participate or structured didactics)
Atrial fibrillation (participate or structured didactics)
Chest pain (participate or structured didactics)
CHF (participate or structured didactics)
COPD (participate or structured didactics)
DVT/PE
Dyspnea (participate or structured didactics)
Edema (participate or structured didactics)
EKG (perform & interpret)
End of Life Care (participate or structured didactics)
Foley catheter insertion (perform)
GI Bleed
HIV Disease (participate or structured didactics)
Intravenous Line insertion (perform)
Intubation (perform)
Kidney Disease (participate or structured didactics)
Liver Disease (participate or structured didactics)
Myocardial infarction (participate or structured didactics)
NG tube (perform)
Pneumonia (participate or structured didactics)
Syncope and pre syncope (participate or structured didactics)
Xray 3 way of the abdomen (interpret)
Xray chest (interpret)
Xray spine and extremities (interpret)
Pelvic pain (participate or structured didactics)
Vaginal discharge (participate or structured didactics)
Wet Prep (perform & interpret)